Abstract We performed cerebellum segmentation and parcellation on magnetic resonance images from righthanded boys, aged 6-13 years, including 22 boys with autism [16 with language impairment (ALI)], 9 boys with Specific Language Impairment (SLI), and 11 normal controls. Language-impaired groups had reversed asymmetry relative to unimpaired groups in posterior-lateral cerebellar lobule VIIIA (right side larger in unimpaired groups, left side larger in ALI and SLI), contralateral to previous findings in inferior frontal cortex language areas. Lobule VIIA Crus I was smaller in SLI than in ALI. Vermis volume, particularly anterior I-V, was decreased in languageimpaired groups. Language performance test scores correlated with lobule VIIIA asymmetry and with anterior vermis volume. These findings suggest ALI and SLI subjects show abnormalities in neurodevelopment of fronto-corticocerebellar circuits that manage motor control and the processing of language, cognition, working memory, and attention.
Introduction
Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder displaying deficits in social interaction and communication skills, repetitive behaviors, and stereotyped interests (APA 1994) . Language deficits range from absence of functional language, to impairments in phonological processing, vocabulary, and higher order syntax and semantics (Rapin 1996; Tager-Flusberg 2003 , 2006 Tager-Flusberg and Caronna 2007; Tager-Flusberg et al. 2005) . However, some children with autism have normal language skills (Tager-Flusberg and Joseph 2003) . Language-impaired children with autism displayed a similar language profile to non-autistic children with specific language impairment (SLI) (Bishop 2003; Kjelgaard and Tager-Flusberg 2001) , a disorder of delayed language development in the absence of other cognitive impairments. Furthermore, family and genetic linkage studies have implicated overlap between autism and SLI (Fisher et al. 2003; Santangelo and Folstein 1999) .
Neuroimaging studies in autism and SLI have demonstrated brain structure and function abnormalities in inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) language-association cortex (Broca's area). In typically developing right-handed subjects, Broca's area regions tend to be larger in the left hemisphere than in the right (Foundas et al. 1998; Keller et al. 2007 ). However, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) reports demonstrated reversal from normal IFG structural asymmetry (larger in the right hemisphere) in right-handed boys with autism (Herbert et al. 2002) , particularly those with autism and language-impairment (ALI), and in nonautistic boys with specific language impairment (SLI) (De Fosse et al. 2004) . As early as 1986, researchers identified reversed language dominance in right-handed male autistic children in reports using cortical evoked reponses to language stimuli (Dawson et al. 1986 ). Functional imaging studies have also demonstrated reversed or abnormal cerebral blood flow asymmetry in frontal language cortex in children with autism (Burroni et al. 2008; Chiron et al. 1995; Ohnishi et al. 2000) , and during performance of a language task in high-functioning adults with autism (Boddaert et al. 2004; Muller et al. 1999) . High-functioning adults with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) showed decreased functional MRI (fMRI) activation in Broca's area in response to syntactic and semantic tasks (Harris et al. 2006; Just et al. 2004) or increased right frontal activation (Takeuchi et al. 2004) , further implicating abnormalities in frontal language areas in autism.
Functional neuroimaging studies in right-handed normal control subjects have demonstrated contralateral activation in right posterior lateral cerebellum in concert with left inferior frontal activation during language tasks (Binder et al. 1997; Desmond et al. 1997; Harris et al. 2006; Hubrich-Ungureanu et al. 2002; Jansen et al. 2005; Petersen et al. 1988; Xiang et al. 2003) , including phonological processing (Mathiak et al. 2002) . While normal control subjects displayed lexical-semantic fMRI activation in left inferior frontal gyrus and also in right posterior lateral cerebellum, high-functioning adults with ASD had decreased Broca's area activation and did not present right cerebellar activation (Harris et al. 2006) .
The cerebellum was traditionally associated primarily with sensorimotor function and balance. However, cerebellum has extensive reciprocal connections with cerebral cortex and limbic systems (Schmahmann 1996 (Schmahmann , 2001 ). The expanded neocerebellar hemispheres evolved in concert with cerebral association areas, in particular prefrontal cortex, facilitating a cerebellar role in language processing (Leiner et al. 1986 ). There are robust interconnections between frontal cortex language regions and contralateral posterior cerebellar hemispheres (Gebhart et al. 2002; Roskies et al. 2001; Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009 ). These fronto-corticocerebellar circuits could facilitate most areas of cognitive function, including language, executive function, working memory, attention, and emotion (Makris et al. 2005; Schmahmann et al. 2001) . Clinical lesion studies and functional neuroimaging link anterior cerebellum with sensorimotor function, while posterior lateral cerebellum (lobules VI-VIII) is associated with language, verbal working memory, cognition, and attention (Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009; Desmond and Fiez 1998; Leiner et al. 1991; Levisohn et al. 2000; Neau et al. 2000; Petersen et al. 1989; Riva and Giorgi 2000; Schmahmann and Sherman 1998; Harris et al. 2006) . Cerebellar neuropathology has been implicated in autism, including enlarged IV ventricle, loss of Purkinje cells in lateral and inferior cerebellar cortex (most severe in posterior lateral hemispheres), and abnormal or reduced numbers of neurons in deep cerebellar nuclei (Bauman and Kemper 1985; Kemper and Bauman 1998; Kemper and Bauman 2002; Kulesza and Mangunay 2008; Ritvo et al. 1986 ). Subjects with partial cerebellar agenesis demonstrate autistic-like behaviors, including stereotypical performance, obsessive rituals, difficulty understanding social cues, tactile defensiveness, perseveration, disinhibition, poor working memory, and language deficits such as problems with verbal fluency, expressive language delay, impaired prosody, and overgeneralization of past tense verbs (Bobylova et al. 2007; Chheda et al. 2002; Schmahmann 2004 ). Several prior structural imaging studies implicated cerebellar deficits in autism, although the neuroimaging literature on this issue is mixed (Stanfield et al. 2008; Brambilla et al. 2003) . While several studies have demonstrated decreased vermis size in autism (Courchesne et al. 1994; Courchesne et al. 1988; Hashimoto et al. 1993; Kaufmann et al. 2003) , other studies have not replicated this (Hardan et al. 2001; Kleiman et al. 1992; Piven et al. 1992 Piven et al. , 1997 , or have related it to differences in intelligence Stanfield et al. 2008) . Thus, there is variability in the structural imaging literature related to cerebellum and autism (Courchesne 1999; Rapin 1999) . However, most prior cerebellar imaging studies in autism have focused on the measurement of the cross-sectional area of the vermis.
The current study is the first to systematically assess specific putative cognitive and language-related regions in the cerebellar hemispheres using cerebellar volumetric segmentation and parcellation with MRI in groups of normal control (NC) boys, boys with autism (with and without language impairment; ALI and ALN, respectively), and in boys with SLI. Since posterior lateral cerebellar lobules VI-VIII were identified through lesion and functional neuroimaging studies as most closely tied to language, verbal working memory, and cognition (Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009 ), our hypotheses were: (1) posterior lateral cerebellar hemisphere lobules VI-VIII would show reversed asymmetry in ALI and SLI relative to ALN and NC, contralateral to that previously reported in inferior frontal language regions; (2) volumetric differences in lobules VI-VIII would be observed between groups; and (3) decreased vermis volume would be observed in ALI and SLI if vermis effects were tied to language deficits, or alternatively in ALI and ALN if vermis effects were more closely tied to autism symptoms.
Methods

Participants
Subjects were identical to those previously described in a study of volumetric asymmetry in language-association cerebral cortex (De Fosse et al. 2004) , including 22 boys with autism [16 of whom had language impairment (ALI) and 6 with normal language (ALN)], 9 boys with specific language impairment (SLI), and 11 normal control (NC) boys. This project was approved by the human studies institutional review board (IRB), and all subjects enrolled in this study provided signed assent (for minors) and parental consent.
Subjects included males 6-13 years old (Table 1) , with no significant group-matching differences in age among the groups, F(3, 38) = 1.3, p = 0.3. All subjects were predominantly right-handed, as determined by the Edinburgh Inventory in NC subjects (Oldfield 1971) and by the Dean Laterality Preference Schedule in all other groups (Dean 1978 (Dean , 1982 . Subjects were excluded if they had neurological damage or had been diagnosed with Fragile X, neurofibromatosis, cerebral palsy, tuberous sclerosis, William's syndrome or Down's syndrome. Autism spectrum disorders were ruled out in SLI and NC groups. The NC group had no DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, version 4) Axis I diagnoses (APA 1994) based on consensus agreement between the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children-Epidemiologic Version (Orvaschel and Puig-Antich 1987) and clinical interview with a boardcertified child psychiatrist (JAF). None of the children were currently on psychotropic medications.
Diagnosis of autism was established via the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Lord et al. 1994) , Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (Lord et al. 2000) , and examination by an expert clinician to verify that subjects met DSM-IV criteria for autism (APA 1994) . Language skills were assessed using the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF, 3rd edition; Semel et al. 1995) and the nonsense word repetition subtest of the NEPSY (Korkman et al. 1998) . Criteria for language impairment were a CELF score B81 or a score B6 on the NEPSY nonsense word repetition subtest. These criteria for specific language impairment (SLI) were selected based on current research on language impairments in older children (Tager-Flusberg and Cooper 1999) , and are similar to those used in other research on SLI (e.g., Conti-Ramsden 2003) . Based on these criteria, 16 subjects with autism were classified with language impairment (ALI) and six subjects with autism were classified with normal language (ALN).
Subjects with SLI had a history of significant language delay and had been referred for clinical treatment. Of the nine subjects in the SLI group, five met the above criteria for current language impairment. Those subjects with only a history of language impairment fell within the normal limits on the language measures at the time of testing, which is common in older children with SLI (ContiRamsden and Botting 1999). We included these children because although they no longer met strict criteria for a current SLI diagnosis, they all had documented histories of poor performance on language tests and were all currently still struggling with language-based learning difficulties, which is a common developmental trajectory for children Table 1 Characteristics of the subject groups
Overall Post hoc contrasts (Catts et al. 2008) . Although subjects in the NC group were not administered the CELF or NEPSY, they all had verbal IQ and reading scores within normal range, no language abnormality as assessed by neurocognitive assessment, and no history of language delay or languagebased learning disabilities based on parental interview. There were significant differences in full scale IQ (Elliot 1990; Wechsler 1991) between the groups (FSIQ for the controls was estimated using a short form that included the Vocabulary and Block Design subtests of the Wechsler intelligence scale for children-third edition [WISC-III, Wechsler 1991)], F(3, 38) = 13.4, p \ 0.0001: the language impaired groups (ALI and SLI) had significantly lower verbal, t(38) = 4.4, p \ 0.0001, and nonverbal IQ, t(38) = 4.2, p \ 0.001, than the unimpaired language groups (ALN and NC). The ALI group had significantly lower verbal IQ than the SLI group, t(38) = 2.6, p = 0.01, but there was no significant difference in nonverbal IQ, t(38) = 1.2, p = 0.2. The same pattern was observed with the ALN group, who had significantly lower verbal IQ than the NC group, t(38) = 2.3, p = 0.03, but had comparable nonverbal IQ, t(38) = 0.7, p = 0.5.
Image Acquisition
Full details of image acquisition procedures were presented in our prior report on frontal language asymmetries in these same scans (De Fosse et al. 2004) , with a brief summary presented here. Subjects were desensitized to scanner environment and noise through training in a mock scanner equipped with behavioral shaping techniques (Slifer et al. 1993) . Images were acquired as single or dual-acquisitions on a General Electric (Milwaukee, WI) 1.5 Tesla Signa MRI system with the following range of parameters: TR = 11.0-13.7 ms, TE = 1.9-2.7 ms, TI = 300 ms, flip angle = 25°, slice thickness = 1.5 mm (contiguous), image matrix = 256 9 256 pixels, field of view (FOV) = 240-300 mm. All scans were free from gross neuroanatomical abnormalities upon review by a staff radiologist and pediatric neurologist. Validation studies were performed to determine the effect of the change in scanning protocol and software upgrade. Four people unrelated to the study agreed to be scanned with both the single and dual protocols. Three additional people volunteered to be scanned before and after the upgrade of the scanning software. We obtained the volumes of the right and left cerebellar cortex for all scans. Not only is cerebellar cortex the basis for the subsequent parcellation and thus includes all the regions of interest in this study, but it also represents two intensity class boundaries (gray matter-extracerebral cerebrospinal fluid and gray matter-white matter) that would be expected to show any global effects of scan parameter changes. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) were calculated for consistency of the volume measurements. For both the protocol change and for the scanning software upgrade, all ICC [ 0.97, and measurements differed by less than 2% on average across the changes. Furthermore, because the principal measures of interest and hypotheses in this study involve asymmetry measures, these changes in scan protocols would not be expected to have an impact on one hemisphere versus the other, and impact on asymmetry would be unlikely.
Morphometric Analysis
Scans were reoriented in a common stereotactic space (Talairach and Tournoux 1988; Worth et al. 1998a, b) , but without rescaling the image size parameters. Images were resliced in position-normalized coronal plane with 1.5 mm slice thickness. Images were magnified to an in-plane pixel resolution of 0.837 mm (except for those where the FOV was 240 mm) and intensity-nonuniformity effects were removed (Arnold et al. 2001; Worth et al. 1998a, b) .
Cerebellum segmentation and parcellation have been described previously (Makris et al. 2003 (Makris et al. , 2005 . Parcellation divides the cerebellar cortex into 32 Parcellation Units (PUs) per hemicerebellum. Subdivision is based on eleven mediolateral ''limiting'' fissures forming boundaries between units (Caviness et al. 1996) , which intersect with the longitudinal paravermian sulcus and two longitudinal sagittal borders (Makris et al. 2005) . Fissures divide cortex into lobules, while longitudinal divisions separate vermis from hemisphere, and subdivide hemispheres into medial and lateral zones. To parcellate cerebellum interactively, we used Cardviews (Caviness et al. 1996) for manipulations in the volume domain, and FreeSurfer (Dale et al. 1999) for operations in the surface domain ( Fig. 1) . We segmented the cerebellar cortex and white matter using Cardviews, then used FreeSurfer to create a flattened surface representation of the boundary between cortex and white matter upon which fissures were labeled, and finally completed the parcellation in Cardviews (Makris et al. 2005) . The MRI Atlas of the Human Cerebellum (Schmahmann et al. 2000) was referenced to identify landmarks and fissures in three cardinal planes, without referring to the specific coordinate space.
For comparison to previous studies, we also measured the mid-sagittal area of the vermis in zones I/II-V (anterior), VI-VIIB (superior posterior), and VIII-X (inferior posterior and nodulus), excluding the non-vermal portion of IX (the ''tonsils''). The divisions between the zones were based on the primary and prepyramidal-prebiventor fissures. Although there is no actual paravermian sulcus delineating the vermis in lobules I/II-V Makris et al. 2005) , we include it under the label ''vermis'' according to historical convention.
Individual parcellation units were clustered according to two schemes (Fig. 2) . Principal regions-of-interest (ROIs) included cerebellar hemisphere lobules VI-VIII, regions most closely related to language, cognition, working The results of the intensity-based segmentation of the cerebellum exterior and the gray-white matter interface are shown. The graywhite boundary is the basis for the surface assisted parcellation (not shown, see Makris et al. 2003 Makris et al. , 2005 . c Fissures identified by the surface assisted parcellation are mapped back onto the original image and manually extended on sequential slices. d Fissures identified in axial and sagittal planes appear in cross section in the coronal plane. e Based on these fissures parcellation units are identified, enclosed and f labeled. g a post-processing algorithm subdivides the cerebellum hemispheres into three zones (medial, Lateral 1, and Lateral 2) and sets the lateral border of the vermis in the anterior lobe b memory, and attention. Vermal, medial, and hemispheric PUs were summed for these lobules: VI, VIIA Crus I, VIIA Crus II, VIIB, VIIIA, and VIIIB. Secondary volumetric regions-of-interest were in the vermis, including anterior (I-V), superior posterior (VI-VIIB), inferior posterior (VIIIA-IX), and floccular nodular (X) lobules.
One Master's degree neuroimaging specialist (SMH), trained extensively through Center for Morphometric Analysis under the supervision of our neuroanatomist (NM), peformed all image analyses, blind to subjects' diagnostic group affiliation. A training set of 10 scans were parcellated to establish intra-and inter-rater reliability. For all cerebellar hemispheric lobule volumes and vermis area measures, intra-and inter-rater ICCs [ 0.89. For the vermal volume clusters, all intra-and inter-rater ICCs [ 0.83, except intra-rater for superior-posterior vermis (which is a small region with mean volume = 2.5 cc), with ICC = 0.7, but mean difference of only 3.2%.
The volume of each structure was calculated semiautomatically based on the voxel dimensions (Kennedy et al. 1989) . Hemispheric asymmetry was assessed by a symmetry index (Galaburda et al. 1990 
Positive values indicate larger left hemisphere volume.
Data Analysis
Cerebellum, cerebellar white matter, and cerebellar cortex volumes were compared with one-way ANOVAs with pooled estimates of error variance among the four subject groups, with Student's t-tests for post-hoc pairwise comparisons. One-way ANOVAs with Group (ALI, ALN, SLI, NC) as a between-subjects variable were used to analyze the raw volumes of cerebellar parcellation unit clusters (our primary and secondary ROIs), relative volumes of the ROIs as a percentage of cerebellar cortex volume, and the symmetry index of the ROIs. Planned linear contrasts were used to determine whether (1) the language impaired groups (SLI and ALI) differed from language unimpaired groups (ALN and NC) and (2) subjects with autism differed from their language co-group (ALI versus SLI; ALN versus NC). However, because of the limited amount of power available for post-hoc comparisons, we chose to include only orthogonal pairwise comparisons. In planning these comparisons, our hypotheses were geared toward the initial examination of changes due to language function (NC ? ALN vs. SLI ? ALI). Our secondary comparisons were targeted toward highlighting regions specific to autism, but because of the necessity of independence from the primary comparison, these were restricted to comparisons within each language group (NC vs. ALN, and SLI vs. ALI). This is consistent with our previous publication in frontal language regions (De Fosse et al. 2004) . Regions with significant group differences were further compared by the inclusion of age and IQ as covariates. Significant regional cerebellar asymmetry was compared to measures of inferior frontal gyrus asymmetry from our prior report on these same subjects (De Fosse et al. 2004 ) using nonparametric (rank) correlation and chi-square analysis. Regression analyses were applied to examine the relation between regional morphometric effects and cognitive measures (IQ, language scores). Analyses were performed using the JMP statistical software package, version 5.0.1.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Carey, NC). The threshold for statistical significance was set at p \ 0.05.
Results
Whole cerebellum and cerebellar cortex volumes did not differ among the four subject groups (Table 2 ). Cerebellar white matter was significantly larger in the ALI group (28.2 cc) than in the SLI group (25.1 cc), F(3, 38) = 3.0, p = 0.04, contrast t(38) = 2.96, p \ 0.005. The ratio of cerebellar white matter to cerebellar cortex was similar among groups (approximately 18% white matter and 82% cortex, F(3, 38) = 1.3, p = 0.3). The contrast between ALI (18.4% white matter) and SLI (17.3% white matter) showed a moderate effect, t(38) = 1.96, p = 0.06. In rank order, SLI tended to have proportionally smaller cerebelli (including white matter and cortex), and ALI tended toward larger cerebelli, with NC and ALN falling between the language-impaired groups, but these trends were not significant, similar to our observations of volumes of the cerebrum and cerebral cortex in our prior report on these same subjects (De Fosse et al. 2004 ). There were no significant group differences in volumetric symmetry of whole cerebellum, cerebellar cortex, or cerebellar white matter.
Among posterior-lateral cerebellum regions (Table 3) , only right VIIA Crus I differed significantly betweengroups, F(3, 38) = 2.9, p \ 0.05, where SLI was 1.9 cc smaller than ALI, t(38) = 2.5, p = 0.02. This effect remained after covarying for cerebellar cortex volume, t(37) = 2.1, p = 0.04. Though moderate, there was a trend toward a similar pattern in the left VIIA Crus I, where SLI was 1.3 cc smaller than ALI (overall F(3, 38) = 2.0, p = 0.1; contrast t(38) = 1.7, p = 0.09), although this comparison remained non-significant after covarying for cerebellar cortex volume (p [ 0.2).
Posterior cerebellar lobule VIIIA showed significant asymmetry differences: VIIIA was larger in right hemisphere for ALN and NC (language-normal) groups (7% and 4% rightward asymmetry, respectively), but larger in left hemisphere for ALI and SLI (language-impaired) groups (11 and 6% leftward asymmetry, respectively), F(3, 38) = 2.9, 
Overall Post hoc contrasts NC Normal control, ALN autism with normal language, ALI autism with language impairment, SLI specific language impairment * p \ 0.05 Table 3 Asymmetries and volumes of the lobular (gyral) cerebellar parcellation units in posterior lateral cerebellum (Lobules VI-VIII)
Overall Post hoc contrasts Right lobular zone volume VI 9.2 ± 1.5 9.1 ± 1.0 9.6 ± 1.9 8.5 ± 1.2 0.8 0.5 VIIA Crus I 14.1 ± 1.7 13.6 ± 1.3 15.4 ± 1.8 13.5 ± 2.2 2.9 0.05 * VIIA Crus II 8.4 ± 1.9 8.5 ± 1.5 9.2 ± 2.2 9.0 ± 2.0 0.4 0.7 VIIB 6.5 ± 1.5 6.2 ± 1.3 6.1 ± 1.5 6.2 ± 1.9 0.2 0.9 VIIIA 6.1 ± 1.6 6.5 ± 2.2 5.9 ± 1.4 5.1 ± 0.7 1.3 0.3 VIIIB 4.5 ± 0.8 4.6 ± 1.1 4.7 ± 1.0 4.8 ± 0.7 0.2 0.9
Left lobular zone volume VI 9.2 ± 2.0 8.7 ± 0.8 9.1 ± 1.7 9.0 ± 1.2 0.1 0.9 VIIA Crus I 13.5 ± 1.5 13.6 ± 1.1 15.0 ± 1.9 13.7 ± 2.4 2.0 0.1 VIIA Crus II 8.2 ± 1.4 7.9 ± 2.0 8.0 ± 1.8 8.5 ± 1.7 0.2 0.9 VIIB 6.9 ± 1.0 6.9 ± 1.5 6.4 ± 2.0 5.9 ± 1.8 0.7 0.5 VIIIA 5.8 ± 1.5 5.9 ± 1.2 6.6 ± 1.8 5.6 ± 1.3 1.1 0.4 VIIIB 4.8 ± 0.7 5.3 ± 1.7 5.1 ± 0.8 5.4 ± 1.6 0.4 0.7 a Positive symmetry coefficient indicates left hemisphere volume is larger than right hemisphere volume. Negative value indicates right hemisphere volume is larger NC Normal control, ALN autism with normal language, ALI autism with language impairment, SLI specific language impairment * p \ 0.05 p \ 0.05, contrast t(38) = 2.7, p = 0.01 (Table 3 ; Fig. 3 ). VIIIA asymmetry was oriented contralaterally from asymmetry of inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; Broca's area: pars opercularis and pars triangularis) reported previously in these same subjects (De Fosse et al. 2004 ): IFG was asymmetrically leftward in ALN and NC groups, but rightward in ALI and SLI groups. Combining the data from both regions, we found a significant negative correlation between symmetry coefficients for cerebellar lobule VIIIA and IFG for each subject, r s (42) = -0.34, p = 0.02. Twenty-nine of 42 subjects (69%) had either lobule VIIIA larger in right hemisphere with IFG larger in left, or lobule VIIIA larger in left hemisphere with IFG larger in right. Among this subset, the ALN and NC groups tended to have the former, while the ALI and SLI subjects tended to have the latter, X 2 (1, N = 29) = 6.7, p \ 0.01. A comparison including all subjects was also significant, X 2 (3, N = 42) = 8.2, p = 0.04, which includes subjects where both symmetry coefficients were in the same direction.
The volume of the vermis was significantly smaller in ALI and SLI when compared to NC and ALN, overall F(3, 38) = 2.7, p = 0.06, contrast mean difference = 1.6 cc, t(38) = 2.7, p = 0.01 (Table 4) . This was maintained when vermis was expressed as ratio to total cerebellar cortex volume, F(3, 38) = 3.2, p = 0.03, contrast t(38) = 2.8, p = 0.007. Among subdivisions, anterior vermis volume (I/IIv through Vv) showed the same pattern, contrast t(38) = 2.7, p = 0.01, even when expressed as ratio to cerebellum cortex volume, t(38) = 2.9, p = 0.007. Volumes and ratios among the other divisions (superiorposterior, inferior-posterior, and floccular-nodular) were always smaller in ALI and SLI than in ALN and NC, but were not significant.
The analysis of midsagittal vermis area (mm 2 ) is somewhat at odds with the analysis of vermis volume (cc). Whereas vermis volumes tended to be smaller in both language impaired groups (ALI, SLI) than in language normal groups, vermis areas tended to be larger in both autism groups. ALI and ALN groups had a trend toward larger superior-posterior (VI-VIIB) areas than their language co-groups, overall F(3, 38) = 2.7, p = 0.06 (Table 4) . However, when vermis areas were expressed as a ratio to total vermis area, no vermis area ratio differences were observed (this was also true when vermis areas were adjusted Fig. 3 Inferior view of the brain of a normal control subject (NC, right) and a language-impaired subject with autism (ALI, left), highlighting left and right inferior frontal gyri (IFG, Broca's area), and cerebellum lobule VIIIA. In the NC group, the asymmetry is oriented with larger IFG volume in the left hemisphere and larger cerebellar lobule VIIIA in the right hemisphere, while ALI subjects had the opposite asymmetry in these regions (arrows indicate contralateral fronto-corticocerebellar connectivities and reversal of asymmetry orientations). Graphs of the symmetry coefficients of each group are shown for the IFG (top of figure) and VIIIA (bottom of figure) . A positive coefficient indicates left hemisphere volume is larger than right hemisphere volume. Negative value indicates right hemisphere volume is larger. Graphs display group means with standard error bars. The scans chosen for display were of subjects who had frontal and cerebellar asymmetry near the mean of their respective subject groups. R, right; L, left; NC, normal control; ALN, autism with normal language; ALI, autism with language impairment; SLI, specific language impairment 
Overall Post hoc contrasts Further exploratory analyses were done to clarify the role of age and IQ in the results reported above. When added as a covariate, neither age nor nonverbal IQ changed the significance of group contrasts for right lobule VIIA Crus I, symmetry of lobule VIIIA, total vermis, or anterior vermis. When verbal IQ [which is significantly correlated with anterior vermis, r(40) = 0.39, p = 0.01] was covaried, group contrasts for total and anterior vermis were inconclusive, but there was no change in significant group contrasts for the volume of right lobule VIIA Crus I or symmetry of lobule VIIIA. Examining the correlation of language performance and structural measures further demonstrated a relationship between posterior-lateral cerebellar asymmetry and language: CELF total language scores were significantly correlated with the symmetry of lobule VIIIA, r(27) = -0.43, p = 0.02. That is, higher scores were related to increased rightward asymmetry. In addition, anterior vermis volumes were significantly correlated with nonverbal IQ [r(40) = 0.39, p = 0.03], the NEPSY nonsense word repetition score [r(27) = 0.41, p = 0.03], and a composite measure of vocabulary based on the Expressive Vocabulary Test (Williams 1997 ) and the Peapody Picture Vocabulary Test (Dunn and Dunn 1997 ; r(27) = 0.38, p = 0.03).
Discussion
In the current study, we investigated cerebellar regional structural volume and asymmetry in the same subjects as our previous report on Broca's area asymmetry (De Fosse et al. 2004 ). We applied quantitative analysis of discrete cerebellar regions to determine whether previously reported asymmetry patterns in Broca's area would be reflected contralaterally in posterior lateral cerebellum. In lobule VIIIA, we found that right-handed language-normal groups (ALN and NC) had larger right-sided volume, while the right-handed language-impaired groups (ALI and SLI) had larger volume on the left. Furthermore, most subjects with language impairment also showed asymmetry reversal of inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). While the majority of normal control boys had larger left-sided IFG coupled with larger right-sided cerebellar lobule VIIIA, language-impaired groups (ALI and SLI) showed the opposite pattern with larger right-sided IFG and left-sided VIIIA. Languagenormal boys with autism were more similar to controls. While prior functional neuroimaging studies in normal controls demonstrated contralateral connectivity and correspondence between left frontal language regions and right posterior lateral cerebellum (Desmond and Fiez 1998; Harris et al. 2006; Metter et al. 1987; Roskies et al. 2001) , the current study is the first to identify correspondence between structural asymmetries in both Broca's area and contralateral posterior lateral cerebellum regions. Furthermore, the regional cerebellar asymmetries reported in the current study were observed in the presence of global cerebellar symmetry in all subject groups, indicating that the asymmetry was regionally specific. In contrast to this localized observation in boys, adult controls displayed rightward global cerebellar cortex asymmetry, whereas dyslexic adults had cerebellar symmetry (Rae et al. 2002) . Thus, the development of global cerebellar cortex asymmetry may occur later during adolescence, as it was not observed in the NC boys in the current study.
In our prior reports of language-related frontal lobe regions (De Fosse et al. 2004; Herbert et al. 2002) , righthanded control subjects displayed typical Broca's area asymmetry, oriented with larger gray matter volumes in left hemisphere, while this asymmetry pattern was reversed in language-impaired subjects with autism and SLI. In studies of cerebellar asymmetry in developmental dyslexia, rightward cerebellar asymmetries were reported in normal controls, with reversal in dyslexic subjects (Leonard et al. 2001; Eckert et al. 2003; Kibby et al. 2008) . However, asymmetry of respective language and cognition-associated regions of posterior lateral cerebellum has not been previously reported in subjects with autism or SLI. Posterior lateral cerebellar regions have robust interconnections with contralateral frontal cerebral cortex and are integral to language and cognitive functions, as shown in cerebellar lesion (Gebhart et al. 2002; Schmahmann 2004) and functional imaging studies (Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009; Benson et al. 1999; Desmond and Fiez 1998; Harris et al. 2006; Hubrich-Ungureanu et al. 2002; Jansen et al. 2005; Petersen et al. 1989) . Evidence for these frontocorticocerebellar connections also includes the development of crossed cerebellar diaschisis (hypometabolism in a cerebellar hemisphere contralateral to a cerebral hemispheric lesion) following lesions in contralateral frontal language areas (Metter et al. 1987) , and reversed cerebellar diaschisis (hypometabolism in a cerebral hemisphere contralateral to a cerebellar hemispheric lesion) leading to decreased activation in contralateral cerebral cortex following cerebellar lesions (Botez-Marquard and Botez 1997; Schmahmann 1991; Schmahmann and Sherman 1998) . Furthermore, posterior lateral cerebellar lesions are frequently associated with language deficits (Leggio et al. 2000; Pollack et al. 1995) , including agrammatism, decreased verbal fluency, inability to detect one's own errors on a verb generation task, dysprosodia, mild anomia, impaired initiation of language, and retrieval of words and stories (Silveri et al. 1994; Molinari et al. 1997; Fiez et al. 1992; Schmahmann 2004) , particularly with lesions in right posterior lateral cerebellum (Molinari et al. 1997; Gebhart et al. 2002) . Thus, in association with its direct corticocerebellar connections with left inferior frontal language regions, right posterior lateral cerebellum has been directly implicated in language functioning (Gebhart et al. 2002) .
The focus of our study was posterior lateral cerebellum, particularly lobules VI, VII, and VIII, since these regions have been identified as most closely tied with cognitive function, language, verbal working memory, and attention (Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009; Desmond and Fiez 1998; Leiner et al. 1991; Levisohn et al. 2000; Neau et al. 2000; Petersen et al. 1989; Riva and Giorgi 2000; Schmahmann and Sherman 1998) . Posterior lateral cerebellum also displayed the most marked decrease in number of Purkinje cells in autism (Kemper and Bauman 2002) . In primate studies, lobule VIII is the site of the second sensorimotor homunculus and receives inputs from motor areas, while area 46 projects to lobule VII/Crus I/II (Kelly and Strick 2003) . However, in human neuroimaging studies, while prior research has suggested that language is more closely identified with lobules VI and VIIA Crus I (Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009; Ackermann et al. 1998; Fiez and Raichle 1997) , VIIIA (as well as VI, VIIB, and VIIA Crus I) is generally associated with working memory, with VIIIA particularly identified with motoric rehearsal and working memory (Desmond et al. 1997 ). Thus, VIIIA may play a substantial role in language as well, perhaps through mediation of verbal working memory (Stoodley and Schmahmann 2009) . Furthermore, Broca's area is related to language production, and thus, the relationship between IFG and VIIIA asymmetry differences in language impaired groups could be related to a potential motoric role of VIIIA in language production and/or verbal rehearsal. Children with autism often show deficits in verbal mediation and verbal encoding strategies that foster working memory (Joseph et al. 2005) . Furthermore, we observed a correlation between VIIIA asymmetry and language scale scores on the CELF, further supporting a relationship between language function and VIIIA asymmetry.
While we observed similarities between ALI and SLI in reversal of VIIIA asymmetry and reduced anterior vermis volume measures, we also observed specific differences between these language-impaired groups. Cerebellar white matter was significantly larger in ALI than in SLI, with language-normal groups' (ALN and NC) measures falling between. Increased cerebellar white matter volume in ALI may result from overgrowth and lack of pruning, and is also consistent with earlier reports of increased cerebral white matter volume in boys with autism (Herbert et al. 2003 (Herbert et al. , 2004 . Furthermore, we observed regional volume differences between ALI and SLI groups in right hemisphere lobule VIIA Crus I, a cerebellar region consistently associated with language processing, suggesting that, while there are structural imaging and language similarities between these disorders, there may be important languagerelated developmental differences as well. For example, the ALI group had significantly worse CELF scores than the SLI group; thus, the larger VIIA Crus I volume in ALI relative to SLI in this case is likely an abnormal finding, despite smaller volumes in right lobule VIIIA being related to language deficit and lower CELF scores.
To date, cerebellar structural neuroimaging findings in autism have largely focused on vermis sagittal cross-sectional area, yet results have been mixed among research groups, with some disagreement of results (Stanfield et al. 2008; Brambilla et al. 2003) . We observed differences in anterior vermis (I/II-V) volumes, with smaller vermis volume in ALI and SLI groups than in the language normal groups, and we observed a correlation between anterior vermis volume and language test scores (verbal IQ, NEPSY non-word repetition, and vocabulary tests), an interesting observation given that anterior vermis is traditionally associated with motor function. However, we did not observe decreased vermis cross-sectional areas in autism or SLI, and in fact, vermis area had a trend toward being larger, particularly in superior-posterior vermis area, in both autism groups (ALI, ALN). The discrepancy between vermis volume and area results in the current study, particularly in anterior vermis, may result from abmormalities in lateral width of the anterior vermis, as suggested by the low correlation between anterior vermis area and volume in the autism groups. Thus, to some extent, our data supports a vermis deficit in autism observed by some groups (Courchesne et al. 1988 (Courchesne et al. , 1994 Hashimoto et al. 1993; Kaufmann et al. 2003; Rojas et al. 2006) , at least in language-impaired subjects. However, we localized the volumetric deficit primarily in anterior vermis (I/II-V), whereas several other studies have reported autism vermis area differences in VI-VII (Stanfield et al. 2008; Courchesne et al. 1988 Courchesne et al. , 1994 Kaufmann et al. 2003) or VIII-X (Hashimoto et al. 1993) . Our observation of correlation between anterior vermis volumes and IQ measures is consistent with earlier studies suggesting that the vermis effect may be IQ related, particularly with respect to verbal IQ (Piven et al. 1992 , as demonstrated in a large meta-analysis of autism MRI studies that demonstrated that the area of vermis VI-VII showed modifying effects of age and IQ based on meta-regression analysis (Stanfield et al. 2008) . Thus, in relation to the controversy surrounding vermis size in autism, our findings are consistent with a vermis effect more closely related to language and IQ effects than to autism specifically. However, there is reason to consider that vermis deficits may also be related to autism. For example, the vermis is thought to be involved with affective function through interconnections with the limbic system (Schmahmann 2004; Schmahmann and Sherman 1998) . Cerebellar lesions or tumors in vermis lead to irritability and autistic-like features (Levisohn et al. 2000; Riva and Giorgi 2000; Schmahmann 2004 ). Thus, vermis is considered to be limbic cerebellum (Heath 1977; Schmahmann 1991 Schmahmann , 2000 Schmahmann , 2004 , and may play a role in affective aspects of autism.
In the current study, ALI and SLI shared similar abnormalities in both VIIIA asymmetry and in decreased anterior vermis volume, while ALN was more similar with normal controls. This pairing of structural brain abnormalities among ALI and SLI subjects [also observed in Broca's asymmetry reversal in our prior report (De Fosse et al. 2004 )] suggests these anomalies are more closely related to language and cognitive deficits than to autism effects per se. However, SLI and ALI share a similar genetic predisposition to language and communication deficits (Fisher et al. 2003; Santangelo and Folstein 1999) , and these shared genotype or phenotypic traits may manifest in abnormal structural brain development. For example, family and twin studies found that first degree relatives of probands with autism more frequently display deficits in language skills than occur in the general population Folstein et al. 1999; Fombonne et al. 1997; Ruser et al. 2007 ). Furthermore, siblings of children with SLI have an elevated risk for autism . Genetic linkage studies in these two developmental disorders point to overlapping regions on chromosome 7q (Barrett et al. 1999; IMGSAC 1998; O'Brien et al. 2003) and chromosome 13q (Barrett et al. 1999; Bartlett et al. 2002) . In genetic studies of autism, signals on both 7q and 13q increase significantly when linkage studies restrict their analyses to autism families with clear signs of language impairment (Alarcon et al. 2002; Bradford et al. 2001) or language delay (Alarcon et al. 2008) . These findings suggest that genetic abnormalities leading to the phenotype of developmental language disorders (Fisher et al. 2003 ) may overlap with genetic alterations that are liability factors for autism. Furthermore, decreased volumes combined with reversed asymmetry in these frontal and cerebellar regions may represent a preexisting marker of illness susceptibility or endophenotype (Almasy and Blangero 2001; Breiter and Gasic 2004) . Asymmetry patterns are developmental in nature (Giedd et al. 1996; Giedd 2004; Makris et al. 2004) , and alterations in such patterns are genetically influenced (Galloway 1990; Hyatt and Yost 1998; Lowe et al. 1996; Piedra et al. 1998) . Genetic transcription factors may lead to atypical asymmetry patterns that emerge very early in fetal development. For example, Sun et al. (2005) identified genes that were differentially expressed in left and right perisylvian regions in cortices from 14-week-old fetuses. These findings suggest genetic factors may contribute to development of cerebral asymmetry, and may influence the atypical asymmetry patterns reported in autism and SLI.
There were several limitations in the current study. First, there were relatively small subject groups and modest effect sizes. Second, we did not perform multiple comparison corrections: however, the approach was focused on hypothesis-driven analyses of a discrete, limited number of anatomically-specific regions, and the current approach was specifically selected to expand upon prior observations in language-related cerebral cortex regions in these groups, and link asymmetry reversals in cortex to those in contralateral regions of posterior-lateral cerebellum. While the modest effect and sample sizes, combined with a limited number of uncorrected multiple comparisons, may detract from the robustness and impact of the findings, prior studies of cerebellum differences in autism tend to be moderate as well. The fact that the current study does demonstrate significant cerebellar regional asymmetry reversal and volume differences despite the modest sample and effect sizes is promising and noteworthy, particularly since the differences reported in the present and previous studies may be constrained by the extensive heterogeneity inherent in autism. Thus, as noted in the current report, differences were observed between autism language subgroups, supporting the need for care in subject selection and inclusion criteria in the presence of heterogeneous populations in autism studies. Finally, our study would benefit from further confirmation in larger subject samples, and could be expanded to assess girls with autism and specific language impairment, as well as older and higherfunctioning subjects with autism.
In conclusion, posterior lateral cerebellum is highly interconnected with frontal cortex, and involved in cognitive function, language, working memory, and attention (Schmahmann 2004; Schmahmann and Sherman 1998) . Right posterior lateral cerebellum is closely linked with left frontal language areas, including Broca's area. We observed reversed asymmetry in posterior cerebellar lobule VIIIA in right-handed language-impaired boys, with and without autism, but not in right-handed language-normal boys with or without autism. This cerebellar asymmetry reversal was contralateral to that previously reported in Broca's area in these same subjects. Combined with our earlier report of reversed asymmetry in Broca's area, the current study supports abnormal development of the typical asymmetry of fronto-corticocerebellar language circuits in subjects with language-impairment, with or without autism.
